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**Abstract**

Kernel concurrency bugs are challenging to find because they depend on very specific thread interleavings and test inputs. While separately exploring kernel thread interleavings or test inputs has been closely examined, jointly exploring interleavings and test inputs has received little attention, in part due to the resulting vast search space. Using precious, limited testing resources to explore this search space and execute just the right concurrent tests in the proper order is critical.

This paper proposes **SNOWBOARD**, a testing framework that generates and executes concurrent tests by intelligently exploring thread interleavings and test inputs jointly. The design of **SNOWBOARD** is based on a concept called **potential memory communication (PMC)**, a guess about pairs of tests that, when executed concurrently, are likely to perform memory accesses to shared addresses, which in turn may trigger concurrency bugs. To identify PMCs, **SNOWBOARD** runs tests sequentially from a fixed initial kernel state, collecting their memory accesses. It then pairs up tests that write and read the same region into candidate concurrent tests. It executes those tests using the associated PMC as a scheduling hint to focus interleaving search only on those schedules that directly affect the relevant memory accesses. By clustering candidate tests on various features of their PMCs, **SNOWBOARD** avoids testing similar behaviors, which would be inefficient. Finally, by executing tests from small clusters first, it prioritizes uncommon suspicious behaviors that may have received less scrutiny.

**CCS Concepts:**  
- Security and privacy → Operating systems security  
- Software and its engineering → Concurrency control; Software testing and debugging  
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**1 Introduction**

Kernel developers employ fine-grained concurrency to achieve high performance in the multi-core era [10, 34, 73]. This includes implementing parallel algorithms [39, 45, 59, 98], reducing locking granularity [55, 88], and adopting optimistic concurrency-control schemes (e.g., RCU [46, 48, 68]). However, these optimizations are notoriously error-prone and easily lead to hard-to-find concurrency bugs [14, 17, 81].

In practice, kernel concurrency bugs have serious impact on users [33, 42, 89] by causing kernel panics [36, 37], data loss [59] and enabling privilege escalation attacks [11, 16, 74]. Furthermore, a recent study [54] shows attackers can reliably trigger concurrency bugs from user-space—bugs that rarely happen by accident can happen almost deterministically by adversarial attacks. Thus, finding concurrency bugs is crucial for building a reliable and safe kernel.
Automatically finding kernel concurrency bugs is particularly challenging for several reasons. First, kernels are huge—the Linux kernel currently approaches 30 million source-code lines [53]—and have complex interfaces with more than 400 system calls [49]. Second, concurrency bugs typically require the execution of at least two threads with very specific inputs. Third, concurrency bugs are only triggered on specific thread interleavings, requiring automated techniques to explore the vast interleaving space. Hence, the input space is at least quadratic in the number of sequential tests because at least two threads must be tested together, and exponential in the number of instructions that can be interleaved in each test. Exhaustive search is intractable. Consequently, the problem warrants a systematic concurrency-testing approach that navigates the search space intelligently.

These challenges limit fuzzing [31, 44] and stress testing [3] effectiveness at finding inputs that expose hard-to-find kernel concurrency bugs. In particular, common kernel fuzzers, such as Syzkaller [31], are mostly designed to generate test inputs for sequential execution. These fuzzers generally use straightforward approaches, such as providing the same input to several threads or splitting inputs across threads, to generate concurrent tests, without control over thread interleavings. A naïve algorithm extension could randomly pair distinct sequential tests into a concurrent test, but given the search-space size, such non-targeted approaches would have a low chance of finding hard-to-hit bugs.

Different approaches have been proposed to test kernels for concurrency bugs dynamically but have limitations. For example, tools relying on static data-race analysis are imprecise and miss concurrency bugs that are not caused by data races (e.g., atomicity violations) [43, 62, 92]. Other tools only focus on exploring the interleaving space, requiring manual or ad-hoc input generation [27] (see §7). In practice, none of the existing tools consider all classes of kernel concurrency bugs while also exploring the input and interleaving search spaces jointly and interdependently.

This paper proposes Snowboard, a testing framework that systematically generates and prioritizes concurrent tests and associated interleavings through heuristics, to find kernel concurrency bugs efficiently. The design of Snowboard relies on the core insight that individual kernel API operations (i.e., system-call invocations) tend only to execute a relatively small amount of kernel code. Hence, we expect that the potential interactions between different threads can be predicted offline by analyzing the memory accesses of each thread when executed independently and sequentially. In turn, this lets Snowboard determine which concurrent tests should be executed, and under what interleaving, to explore suspicious non-deterministic behavior.

Snowboard has to achieve two goals to accomplish its objective: 1) the generation of tests likely to trigger concurrency bugs, and 2) the prioritization of generated tests to exercise uncommon inter-thread communications that are unlikely to be observed in other testing or production environments.

Snowboard must reduce the search-space size across combinations of inputs, behaviors, and interleavings to generate concurrency tests. It starts with a corpus of sequential (single-threaded) tests (provided by a traditional fuzzing tool), which it executes sequentially and independently, collecting memory accesses induced by each. It then groups pairs of tests—a writer and a reader—that access the same memory location, thereby constituting a potential memory communication (PMC), that is, a data-flow channel from the writer to the reader that may be triggered. This channel is not purely aspirational, as would happen with an imprecise static analysis; instead, as long as the two tests run concurrently with the same memory layout as during profiling, and with an interleaving that schedules the writer’s write instruction before the reader’s read instruction, this data-flow will occur, subject to any synchronization that (hopefully) occurs, or (sadly) does not. A PMC, if triggered in otherwise unsynchronized or incorrectly synchronized code, and under an unfortunate interleaving that, say, interposes the writer’s write to invalidate the reader’s state invariants before the reader reads and uses the shared value, can lead to a concurrency bug. Such concurrent tests (i.e., the sequential tests for the writer and reader and a scheduling hint that triggers the communication) constitute the concurrency test corpus generated by Snowboard.

Snowboard must choose tests that will cover as many of the execution behaviors of the system as possible to prioritize generated concurrency tests. Traditional fuzzing approaches systematize exploration using structural-coverage metrics, such as control-flow edge coverage [31, 50, 70] and def-use coverage [60, 80, 94], which were also extended to the concurrent case, e.g., with instruction-pair coverage [92]. We generalize this coverage intuition to not only test selection but also test execution as guided by PMCs.

We applied Snowboard to mature versions of Linux, including stable versions and release candidates. In total, Snowboard discovered 14 concurrency bugs, of which nine were found in a stable version of the kernel. Of the bugs found, four are non-data-race concurrency bugs that have serious impact. For instance, two of the non-data-race concurrency bugs cause kernel panics, and one causes filesystem errors. Some of the bugs found were insidious enough to require more than lock-guarding a variable access. In addition, our results revealed that some of these bugs had been present for several months and, in some cases, more than three years. After we reported them, twelve have been confirmed by developers and six have been fixed already [19, 29, 30, 41, 86, 90].

This paper makes the following contributions:
• Predicting interactions between threads. This paper proposes an approach, scalable to kernels, to predict possible interactions between sequential tests when executed in parallel.

• Systematizing concurrency testing. Snowboard uses a set of PMC-based clustering strategies that select PMCs with similar properties, thus having a similar effect in causing concurrency bugs, and a search strategy that prioritizes PMCs less likely to be covered by typical, production testing.

• Finding kernel concurrency bugs. Snowboard found 14 kernel concurrency bugs so far and continues to find more. Its artifact is publicly available¹.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Kernel Concurrency Testing

Although most kernel testing focuses exclusively on sequential tests, some work has also explored concurrency testing. However, none has studied concurrent test input generation that targets all classes of kernel concurrency bugs.

Razzer [43] generates concurrent tests to find kernel data races, which are responsible for the subset of concurrency bugs that happen in the absence of appropriate synchronization (§2.2). To identify possible data race instruction pairs, Razzer employs static data race analysis, which is prone to false positives, and then attempts to pair sequential tests that execute both instructions of the suspected data races. Compared to Razzer, Snowboard performs a dynamic analysis on kernel sequential tests to identify all memory-based inter-thread communication, regardless of whether they represent data races or not.

Similar to Razzer, Krace [92] is a fuzzing framework that finds data race-inducing test cases, but Krace focuses on file systems. It automatically generates concurrent tests using mutation techniques and specific coverage metrics to guide test generation based on file system specifications. However, Krace concurrent tests generated do not include scheduling hints, i.e., target interleavings that should be tested. Hence, Krace needs to explore a (very large) interleaving space for every shared memory access triggered by the test. In contrast, Snowboard generates concurrent tests with target interleavings and tests both data race and non-data races concurrency bugs.

Furthermore, unlike prior work, Snowboard studies prioritizing concurrent kernel test inputs, which is vital considering the huge PMC (and data race) space. Snowboard heuristically prioritizes concurrent tests and associated interleavings, significantly reducing the search space (§5.3).

Another line of work focuses on kernel interleaving exploration. DataCollider [21] detects data races by sampling kernel memory accesses and randomly delaying them using hardware watchpoints. SKI [27] focuses on achieving systematic kernel schedule exploration by generalizing the PCT algorithm [8] and requires an external source of concurrent tests that specify kernel input (e.g., fstress [3]). Unlike Snowboard, these tools do not jointly consider the kernel input and interleaving spaces, so their testing effectiveness largely depends on the quality of provided concurrent inputs.

2.2 Potential Memory Communication (PMC)

During concurrent execution of two kernel threads², thread A may affect the behavior of another thread B if thread A updates a shared memory location that is later read by thread B. For a PMC between threads to occur, 1) thread A has to make a write memory access, 2) thread B has to make a read memory access, 3) the memory regions of the two accesses must overlap, and 4) the write access by thread A has to update the memory area with a different value from what the read access by thread B would have fetched if thread B ran sequentially. Note that inter-thread PMCs occur regardless of synchronization. Hence, the definition of PMC is unrelated to data races, which occur when a pair of data accesses are not synchronized.

When the write of a PMC interferes with the reader’s read, the reader’s subsequent execution may change drastically, potentially unmasking a concurrency bug. However, pairs of write accesses that update the same memory may also lead to bugs if the result is eventually read. Since such situations still require a read after a write to occur, PMCs are general enough to capture all classes of memory-level non-determinism induced by instruction schedules.

A Case Study. Figure 1 illustrates a PMC and how it may lead to a concurrency bug (in fact, it is a bug found by our system). At the top of the figure, two user-space processes execute two tests concurrently, involving different system calls. Note that we are not considering user-space accesses here; the two user processes are isolated in distinct

¹Snowboard artifact: https://github.com/rssys/snowboard

²Concurrent execution of three or more threads is discussed in §6.
user address spaces but operate on top of the same kernel. The kernel then services the two processes via two kernel threads—the writer on the left and the reader on the right—which execute in the shared kernel address space.

The reader attempts to fetch a previously registered tunnel (in pppol2tp_connect()), which it then uses to transmit, in l2tp_xmit_core(). If, however, the reader’s retrieval of the tunnel occurs right after the writer has registered a new tunnel (in l2tp_tunnel_register()) and before the writer has initialized the socket field of the tunnel (⃣→⃡), the reader will retrieve a tunnel with an uninitialized sock field (⃣), which will cause a null pointer dereference when transmitting.

The PMC occurs between inserting the freshly allocated tunnel into the l2tp_tunnel_list structure on the writer’s side, and the read from the tunnel list of the partially uninitialized tunnel structure on the reader’s side. Note that an RCU lock protects the tunnel list; however, this lock fails to guarantee what seems to be the reader’s invariant: that the tunnel list always contains fully initialized tunnel structures.

This concurrency bug is hard to find through random exploration. The two particular tests chosen may come from a large corpus of sequential tests that combine socket communications and PPP tunnels; not all such tests will happen to register a new tunnel. Among those tests that do, due to the sequential corpus generation, some may happen to cause the same tunnel ID to be retrieved, while others may not.

This concurrency bug is also hard to find even with the assistance of static analysis. The analysis would have to determine that the tunnel variable in the writer may alias (i.e., refer to the same address as) the tunnel variable in the reader, which is challenging and imprecise when pointers and lookup structures (i.e., the tunnel list) are involved [5, 67]. In addition, the analysis may deem that the initialization of the sock field (in l2tp_tunnel_register()) could race with the read of sock (in l2tp_xmit_core()), which is another PMC involved in this bug. However, simply generating a concurrent input that executes both instructions of the data race (e.g., Razzer) would likely fail to trigger it because the two memory accesses will only visit the same tunnel when the writer creates a tunnel and then the reader retrieves the newly created tunnel. Thus, the key to exposing this bug is the PMC (⃣→⃡→⃣) between tunnel registration and retrieval.

It is also instructive to note that the actual address of the tunnel structure—or the tunnel ID it corresponds to—matters little when generating concurrent tests, as long as the reader and writer “agree” on the structure to jointly access. If multiple tests exercise this shared access (e.g., because other system calls preceded the creation of the tunnel), but at different tunnel locations or with even different read/write instruction addresses, they are likely to trigger the same null pointer dereference. An intelligent strategy to choose concurrent tests could deprioritize tests that exercise the same or very similar behavior; however, given that a concurrent test might not in fact exercise a latent PMC, this deprioritization may need to be balanced with more concurrent tests that do exercise different, “similar” PMCs.

3 Goals and Approach
3.1 Problem Definition
SNOWBOARD aims to generate concurrency tests likely to uncover concurrency bugs in software, such as the Linux kernel (see §6 for a discussion of generality). It assumes the following capabilities:

- An external tool produces a corpus of sequential tests: these are self-sufficient snippets of code that set up and perform several system operations, such as system calls. This includes code to set up some inputs into initial buffers and execution of logic.
- An execution framework runs chosen tests—either sequential tests from the corpus above or concurrent tests consisting of two sequential tests and an interleaving schedule.
- A bug detector monitors executions and identifies system failures (e.g., kernel panics, data races, deadlocks).

Given the above, the goals of SNOWBOARD are as follows:

- Construct concurrent tests, each including a pair of sequential tests.
- Prioritize concurrent tests to increase the efficient use of the execution framework.
- Execute concurrent tests to exercise and trigger potentially dangerous concurrent behavior.

The design of SNOWBOARD draws inspiration from the following principles:

- Potential memory communications (PMCs)—dynamic information flow from memory writes by one thread into subsequent memory reads by another thread—are predictive of shared memory accesses.
- Similar PMCs cover similar behaviors and this similarity can help prune the search space.
- Uncommon memory channels—PMCs that rarely occur within a corpus of tests are likely to exhibit concurrency bugs that are not encountered often or tested extensively.
- A PMC can be viewed as a scheduling hint and interleaving exploration should focus on instructions involved in potential shared-memory communication.

Our definition of success is 1) finding concurrency bugs that existing tools cannot find or have not found in a long time, and 2) finding those bugs faster.

3.2 SNOWBOARD Design Overview
We now present how SNOWBOARD acts on its goals above.

3.2.1 Identifying Kernel PMCs. SNOWBOARD uses a hybrid dynamic analysis on sequential tests. It executes them
and profiles their memory accesses. It then identifies PMCs between pairs of sequential tests based on their memory-access profiles. Thus, two sequential tests that are likely to have shared memory accesses can be identified via PMCs, and explored with interleavings influenced by their PMCs.

Note that this design choice relies on the ability of Snowboard to reproduce those same memory accesses when two, formerly sequential, tests run concurrently. Snowboard employs checkpoint-based replay to encourage this reproducibility.

3.2.2 Cluster PMCs by Sensitive Behavior Covered. PMCs that share certain common characteristics—e.g., access the same memory range, use the same instruction addresses or read/write the same value—may lead to similar buggy behavior. Snowboard defines a clustering strategy, which selects some PMC features to cluster them by. One exemplar PMC from each cluster is then tested, assuming that the remaining PMCs would exhibit similar behavior and uncover no new bugs. The choice of clustering strategy is critical.

3.2.3 Prioritize Uncommon PMCs. Finding PMCs that are uncommon (i.e., occur less frequently) is another challenge because authoritative information could only be obtained via intrusive memory tracing in production use. Existing approaches [8, 71] that find uncommon interleavings within a concurrent test are dependent on the process that generates the corpus (both the paired tests and their interleaving), and may not reflect frequency in a production setting.

Snowboard capitalizes on the insight that PMC rarity in a test corpus can approximate bug-prone behavior rarity in production. By not considering an interleaving at all—and assuming that the execution framework can trigger an interleaving that will exercise a PMC—we can focus on counting uncommon PMCs types (e.g., clusters, as defined above) to rank concurrency tests for execution. Although still not necessarily reflective of rarity in a production setting, this approximation captures a proxy feature of uncommon but possible PMCs, which may warrant testing.

3.2.4 Use PMCs as Scheduling Hints. Snowboard executes a test by inducing thread yields at instructions where a PMC access is about to happen or just happened. This approach focuses the scheduling exploration only on the instructions that affect the PMC and thus encourages shared memory accesses without exhaustively searching all interleavings of the two threads under test.

4 Snowboard Architecture

Snowboard employs a pipelined architecture involving four major stages, as summarized in Figure 2. Snowboard first executes a corpus of kernel sequential tests and profiles their execution, starting from a reproducible and consistent kernel state (§4.1). Afterward, it gathers all profiled shared memory accesses from every sequential test and identifies PMCs in the kernel by selectively examining pairs of write and read accesses that touch common memory addresses (§4.2). Snowboard then prunes and prioritizes the testing of uncommon PMCs using a set of heuristic clustering strategies (§4.3). Finally, Snowboard executes generated concurrent tests, exploring interleavings that target the associated PMC (§4.4).

4.1 Sequential Test Generation and Profiling

Snowboard requires an external tool that generates sequential tests. Any high-quality test generator based on fuzzing, static analysis, or heuristics would do. Snowboard uses a coverage metric exported by the generator (e.g., edge coverage) to select a subset of the generated tests that provide high coverage but low overlap of exercised behaviors.

After generating a comprehensive set of distinct sequential tests, Snowboard dynamically profiles each test by recording a memory trace of the corresponding sequential kernel execution, collecting memory accesses—address range accessed, type of access, value read/written—and corresponding instruction addresses.

If tests were executed from arbitrary kernel states, memory traces collected in this fashion would be of limited use. To reduce such non-determinism, Snowboard runs all sequential tests from the same, fixed initial kernel state. In particular, Snowboard profiles sequential tests from a virtual machine snapshot that is taken after the target kernel boots and launches two test executor processes that run on two different vCPUs. Any further kernel configuration or setup specific to a test is considered part of the test itself, rather than encoded in the initial kernel state; in that sense, a much broader set of kernel states are reachable before some sensitive sequence of system calls are executed. However, given an upper limit on sequential test length, some initial kernel states may not be reachable in this fashion; in such cases, Snowboard can grow the number of initial kernel states it utilizes to increase diversity.

Using a snapshot has two advantages. First, profiling every sequential test from the same state allows Snowboard to reason about the PMCs of different tests, identifying potential memory-access overlap. Second, Snowboard uses the same starting state to execute generated concurrent tests. In most cases, this means that the two threads under test will access overlapping memory areas, exercising the PMC under an appropriate interleaving.

Note that some PMCs will not be exercised under any interleaving when the two relevant threads are executed concurrently. For instance, if the writer properly protects a buffer from concurrent access before writing into it, the reader may select a different buffer to read from (e.g., by retrieving the front of a queue of buffer pointers). However,
by constructing tests that might exercise the PMC, we encourage unsafe concurrent behaviors to arise if they exist.

### 4.1.1 Implementation Details

Our current implementation generates sequential tests using Syzkaller [31], a state-of-the-art feedback-based kernel fuzzing tool. Instead of using every single test produced by the sequential test generator, which typically yields a very large number of redundant tests produced through random mutations, Snowboard uses the edge coverage metric, exported by Syzkaller, to select tests.

Snowboard emulates the guest machine using a customized hypervisor. During the sequential test execution, Snowboard first records every guest memory access and then uses the CR3 register to filter out accesses made by other irrelevant threads. To identify potential memory accesses to shared memory space, Snowboard makes the standard assumption [21, 57, 95] that only non-stack accesses are potentially shared.

Snowboard leverages the ESP register to prune memory accesses that are not deemed shared. Snowboard computes the kernel stack range of the target thread by reading the ESP register. For example, in Linux kernel x86, each kernel thread has a fixed size of 8KB (2 physical pages) for the stack region, and the stack is 8KB aligned. Thus, Snowboard can compute the kernel stack range \[(ESP \wedge \neg(\text{STACK\_SIZE} - 1)) \cup (\text{STACK\_SIZE} - 1)\]. A similar approach is used by the Linux kernel function \texttt{current\_thread\_info()} to identify the stack region. Excluding these memory accesses from the analysis avoids predicting PMCs that are destined not to happen across kernel stack memory accesses and increases the overall scalability of the PMC analysis (§4.2).

We implemented a user-space test suite running in the guest machine that executes sequential tests generated by Syzkaller, and communicates with the Snowboard hypervisor for testing actions via hypercalls: starting sequential or concurrent tests and transferring test data and test results between the host and the guest. Furthermore, we implement a memory-access analyzer inside the hypervisor to profile the target kernel thread.

### 4.2 PMC Identification

Snowboard identifies PMCs by analyzing the memory accesses of sequential tests. Snowboard first gathers all shared memory accesses profiled from every sequential test and indexes them by the memory range they access. Then, for all pairs of reads and writes with overlapping memory ranges, it designates a pair as a PMC if the values written to and read from the shared memory range differ.

**Algorithm 1** describes this process in pseudocode. Lines 1–5 index the memory accesses of all sequential tests and then lines 6–15 find and filter overlaps. Indexing iterates over all tests and all accesses in each test and puts each test in an index structure, recording the test itself, the memory range accessed, the access type (read/write), the value read or written, and the instruction address. Note that a single test may appear in multiple entries in this structure, if it incurs multiple memory accesses. This index is then queried for read and write access pairs with overlapping memory ranges—we capture this lookup with the read\_write\_overlaps method on line 8. Every overlap returned contains a read test and its relevant read access, and a write test and its relevant write access. The corresponding value read/written is projected to the overlapping memory range (o.range) on Lines 9 and 10. If the projected read/write values differ, we classify this as a PMC, and store it indexed by the memory ranges, instruction addresses, and values of both the read and write accesses. Multiple pairs of read/write tests may map to the same PMC key.
4.2.1 Implementation Details. Locating overlapped access pairs requires a nested scan over all possible pairs in the naïve case, which scales quadratically with our sequential test corpus size.

Snowboard uses an ordered nested index to implement the $\mathcal{A}$ structure in Algorithm 1. The outer index is ordered by start address. Given a start address, a nested index orders accesses by range length. Finally, given a specific range, accesses are indexed by the operation instruction address.

Although more sophisticated structures exist for efficient interval searches, given the size of our corpus and the target usage—scanning and locating all pairs with overlap—this approach is efficient in space and computation.

4.3 PMC Selection

Due to the high kernel complexity, PMC identification typically generates a large number$^3$ of PMCs. As testing all of them is not feasible—each test needs to set up a VM, load the fixed kernel snapshot, execute with various interleavings, store findings, repeat—a systematic and efficient search algorithm that selects PMCs for testing is needed. Our approach is based on our two guiding insights (§3.2): a) cluster approximately equivalent PMCs by some clustering criterion and b) choose an exemplar PMC from each cluster, from the least to the most common cluster. Intuitively, this strategy avoids running multiple tests that are likely to lead to the same kind of buggy or benign behavior—hence the clustering—and favors tests from smaller clusters. PMCs from smaller clusters could be regarded as uncommon among all predicted PMCs, so exercising them is likely to trigger behaviors not often seen in production, or not well tested.

Clustering of PMCs is done using a clustering strategy, which consists of a clustering key, and a filter. PMCs with the same clustering key belong in the same cluster under the strategy, but some clusters may be altogether discarded by the filter. Both keys and filters are expressed in terms of PMC features; the features we collect (Algorithm 1) are the reading/writing instruction addresses (ins$^r/w$), the read/written values (value$^r/w$), the read/written memory-range start addresses (addr$^r/w$), and the read/written memory-range lengths in bytes (byte$^r/w$); recall that memory ranges overlap by PMC construction, but may not be identical.

We define 8 heuristic clustering strategies, supported by intuition gleaned from our inspection of many concurrency bugs. While a clustering key that constructs large clusters reduces the size of the search space, it may misrepresent two PMCs as equivalent, dismissing one of them, even though it might uncover distinct misbehaviors. Note also that some clustering strategies throw PMCs away, so they might best be combined with others that partition the search space. We evaluate the effectiveness of each in §5.3.2. We describe them in detail next and define them formally in Table 1.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clustering strategy</th>
<th>Clustering Key / Filter Predicate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-FULL</td>
<td>$(\text{ins}^r, \text{addr}^r, \text{byte}^r, \text{value}^r, \text{ins}^w, \text{addr}^w, \text{byte}^w, \text{value}^w) / [\text{True}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CH</td>
<td>$(\text{ins}^r, \text{addr}^r, \text{byte}^r, \text{ins}^w, \text{addr}^w, \text{byte}^w) / [\text{True}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CH NULL</td>
<td>$(\text{ins}^r, \text{addr}^r, \text{byte}^r, \text{ins}^w, \text{addr}^w, \text{byte}^w) / [\text{value}^w=0]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CH UNALIGNED</td>
<td>$(\text{addr}^r \neq \text{addr}^w \text{ or byte}^r \neq \text{byte}^w)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CH DOUBLE DOUBLE</td>
<td>$(\text{df}_{\text{leader}})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-INS</td>
<td>$(\text{ins}^w, \text{ins}^w) / [\text{True}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-INS-PAIR</td>
<td>$(\text{ins}^w, \text{ins}^w) / [\text{True}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-MEM</td>
<td>$(\text{addr}^w, \text{byte}^w, \text{addr}^w, \text{byte}^w) / [\text{True}]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The PMC clustering strategies we consider. Each is expressed in terms of a clustering key, and a filter. Both keys and filters refer to PMC features: instruction ins, memory-range start address addr, memory-range length byte, read/written value, and the special df_leader boolean indicating the first of a double-fetch read access (§4.3).

---

$^3$We identified over 169 billion PMCs in Linux kernel 5.12-rc3.
for instance, when the kernel reads a given user-space data location first to verify access, and then again to use the user-space object, assuming that the two values read are identical. A concurrent update between the two reads leads to severe bugs such as privilege escalation.

**SNOWBOARD** introduces df_leader, a special boolean PMC feature, to capture double fetches. During sequential test analysis, it sets this feature when it finds that two read accesses by different instructions occur sequentially with no intervening write access of the same memory region, and the values read are identical. The feature is set on the first of the two read accesses.

**S-INS: Instruction.** An unsynchronized access, whether a write or read, can cause a bug regardless of its counterpart instruction. For example, an unsynchronized write may clobber the reads of multiple read instructions. This strategy pair (one for reads and one for writes) clusters solely on the instruction address.

**S-INS-PAIR: Instruction Pair.** Extending on the intuition above, in some cases, a specific write-read instruction pair is the sole bug cause. For example, a lock-protected writer may communicate with several lock-protected readers, but only a single unprotected reader helps it cause a bug.

**S-MEM: Memory region.** Shared memory objects are stored at varying memory addresses. PMCs that communicate over the same memory area may have the same effect on the kernel, benign or buggy. For example, performance counters in the kernel are often not synchronized, as developers chose performance over strong semantics [21]. This strategy assumes each overlapped memory region holds a unique kernel shared object, which is reasonable since SNOWBOARD always uses the same fixed kernel state.

Given a clustering strategy choice, SNOWBOARD clusters all PMCs, counts the cardinality of each cluster, and then selects the exemplar to test from each cluster, from the least populous—less common—to the most populous cluster. Note that this approach can be applied iteratively: Choose predicate \( A \), test one exemplar from each \( A \)-cluster, then choose predicate \( B \), test one exemplar from each \( B \)-cluster excluding those tested before, etc. Furthermore, it is possible to use one strategy to subdivide large clusters produced by another.

### 4.4 Concurrent Test Execution

During test execution, one PMC is chosen from each cluster in uncommon-to-common cluster order. A PMC may correspond to multiple test pairs (recall Line 15 in Algorithm 1); one pair is chosen among them at random, to construct a concurrent test.

A SNOWBOARD concurrent test differs from traditional ones in that it includes a scheduling hint: a PMC designating a write and read memory access in the respective writer/reader threads that should be explored. The execution framework performs multiple actual executions of the pair of tests exploring interleavings relevant to the PMC.

The scheduling component of the execution framework attempts to satisfy multiple goals: 1) trigger the PMC, 2) also do not trigger the PMC!, 3) obtain meaningful executions (e.g., avoid deadlocks or livelocks), 4) opportunistically explore other co-incident PMCs that may be observed during execution of the test pair, to amortize the execution cost towards covering more PMCs (similarly to other work [27, 92]).

We present pseudocode for the testing loop in Algorithm 2, which we describe below.

To achieve its goals, SNOWBOARD uses some execution primitives: `yield` switches execution from the reader to the writer or vice versa (ignoring other kernel threads that may be running at the time), `is_live` heuristically detects if a thread is making progress, rather than being blocked, say due to a deadlock, `performed PMC access` is an alert from the execution framework indicating that the current instruction made a PMC memory access (read or write by the corresponding thread), `PMC access coming` is a similar execution alert indicating that the current instruction is likely to make a PMC memory access (see below), and `is_bug` detects if a bug has been triggered. Some randomness is also involved, so a pseudo-random number generator makes non-deterministic decisions.

```
Algorithm 2 Execution exploration.
Input: C: PMCs identified in Algorithm 1.
Output: R: Tests that triggered the bug detectors.
1: for cluster ∈ ordered clusters(C, STRATEGY) do
2: pmc = draw_from_cluster(cluster, random)
3: flags = ∅
4: for trial ∈ NUMBER_OF_TRIALS do
5: random.seed(SEED + trial)
6: current_pmc.add(pmc)
7: last_access[reader] = last_access[writer] = None
8: resume_snapshot()
9: while /test_end/ do
10: if `is_live`(current_thread) then
11: switch = True
12: if switch then
13: yield()
14: switch = False
15: for access ∈ execute(next_ins) do
16: if pmc_access_coming(access, flags) then
17: switch = random()
18: if performed PMC access then
19: previous_access = last_access[current_thread]
20: flags.add(previous_access)
21: switch = random()
22: last_access[current_thread] = access
23: accesses.add(access)
24: if is_bug() then
25: R.record(scheduling_decisions, accesses, pmc)
26: incidental_pmc = find_new_pmc( accesses.write, accesses.read )
27: current_pmc.add(random_choice(incidental_pmc))
```
the flags set, Snowboard may choose to switch thread execution. Such a switch, from a thread that is going to execute a PMC memory access (e.g., a write) to another thread, can help explore various meaningful interleavings. It is possible that the future execution changes (e.g., a PMC access did not happen right after a memory access from flags). However, Snowboard can still notice that a PMC access is just made using performed_pmc_access and non-deterministically reschedule thread execution after that PMC access happens.

Also, Snowboard utilizes fine-grained execution control of the kernel threads under test, and ensures only one executes at all times, to enforce a controlled sequential schedule between them.

To start a trial execution, Snowboard restores a checkpoint with the same fixed initial kernel state used during profiling (§4.1). It executes the two tests as separate user-space processes—recall we do not allow the user-space portions of tests to share memory. Right before every instruction, the scheduler may switch to the other test thread, depending on the previous instruction. This switch decision always happens after a memory access.

A non-deterministic decision to switch threads occurs 1) after performed_pmc_access is triggered, 2) after pmc_access_coming is triggered, and 3) after is_live indicates a liveness issue. Snowboard applies non-deterministic interleaving exploration to the target PMC because some PMC accesses are executed several times in one execution. However, it is possible that only one of them will expose the bug (e.g., only an access unprotected by a lock causes the bug, and not all locking primitives or conventions are known ahead of time). Non-deterministically exploring such PMC accesses would hopefully reach the inconsistency-inducing PMC and expose the concurrency bug.

During each trial, Snowboard collects all memory accesses. At the end of the trial, Snowboard checks if there is a different PMC whose read and write appears in the accesses of the just-concluded trial. If so, that PMC is added into the set of PMCs under test, and in subsequent trials, performed_pmc_access will trigger for the new PMC’s accesses as well.

Note that our current design does not perform feedback-based exploration; this is an area for future work (§6).

4.4.1 Implementation Details. We implemented the execution primitives in a customized QEMU emulator [6] based on SKI, as it already provides the yield primitive. It segregates reader/writer threads in separate vCPUs, and only executes one vCPU at a time, enforcing the desired interleaving schedule among them.

Motivated by SKI, is_live is implemented by observing the thread execution with some common low-liveness characteristics, including constantly fetching the same memory area, executing HALT/PAUSE instructions and having executed a threshold amount of instructions.

The hypervisor performs tracing of every kernel memory access instruction, to enable performed_pmc_access and pmc_access_coming implementations. In both cases, the features of the current memory access (access type, memory range, value, instruction address) are compared to a set of interesting features. For the former primitive, each access is checked for membership to the accesses in current_PMCS, while for the latter, checked against the accesses in flags. To reduce false positives, we exclude from memory tracking those accesses that touch kernel stacks (as in §4.1.1).

Table 2. Testing results by Snowboard, which include 14 concurrency bugs and 3 benign data races. DR denotes “data race”, OV denotes “order violation”, and AV denotes “atomicity violation” [62]. Concurrent tests may comprise 2 distinct sequential tests (“distinct”) or 2 identical sequential tests (“duplicate”). Bugs confirmed as harmful are in bold type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Kernel version</th>
<th>Subsystem</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>BUG: unable to handle page fault for address</td>
<td>5.3.10</td>
<td>include/linux/</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>[90] Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>EXT4-fs error: swap_inode_boot_loader: ... checksum invalid</td>
<td>5.3.10/5.12-rc3</td>
<td>fs/ext4/</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Harmful</td>
<td>Duplicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>EXT4-fs error: ext4_ext_check_inode: ... invalid magic</td>
<td>5.3.10</td>
<td>fs/ext4/</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Reported</td>
<td>Duplicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>Blk_update_request: IO error</td>
<td>5.3.10/</td>
<td>fs/</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Harmful</td>
<td>Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>Data race: blkdentry_tocl(...) / generic_paths()</td>
<td>5.3.10</td>
<td>block/mmc/</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Harmful</td>
<td>Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>Data race: do_translate_page(...) / set_blocksize()</td>
<td>5.3.10</td>
<td>fs/</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Reported</td>
<td>Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>Data race: raw6_sendHdrInc (...) / __dev_set_sysctl()</td>
<td>5.3.10</td>
<td>net/</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Harmful</td>
<td>Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8</td>
<td>Data race: packet_getname() / e1000_set_mac()</td>
<td>5.3.10</td>
<td>net/</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Harmful</td>
<td>Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>Data race: dev_fsioc_locked() / eth_commit_mac_addr_change()</td>
<td>5.3.10</td>
<td>net/</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>[86] Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>Data race: fib6_get_cookie_safe() / fib6_clean_node()</td>
<td>5.3.10</td>
<td>net/</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#11</td>
<td>BUG: Kernel NULL pointer dereference</td>
<td>5.12-rc3</td>
<td>fs/configfs</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>[29] Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#13</td>
<td>Data race: cache_alloc_file(...) / free_block()</td>
<td>5.12-rc3</td>
<td>mm/</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>Duplicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#14</td>
<td>Data race: tty_port_open() / uart_DoAutoConfig()</td>
<td>5.12-rc3</td>
<td>driver/tty/</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Harmful</td>
<td>Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#15</td>
<td>Data race: snd_ctl_elem_add()</td>
<td>5.12-rc3</td>
<td>sound/core</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>[41] Distinct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#16</td>
<td>Data race: tcp_set_default_congestion_control / tcp_set_congestion_control()</td>
<td>5.12-rc3</td>
<td>net/ipv4</td>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>Distinct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We implement `is_bug` by capturing guest-kernel console output, as well as the output of the runtime race detector provided by SKI. Furthermore, to improve the diagnosis, we built post-mortem analysis tools that verify that a data race is caused by an identified PMC and its kernel source code information.

We integrate the execution platform with a lightweight distributed queue [18] so that concurrent tests can be distributed in a cloud platform.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate Snowboard on two recent kernel releases. In the process, Snowboard was able to find new concurrency bugs. In addition, this section analyzes the effectiveness of PMC identification in predicting actual memory communications, evaluates PMC selection, and measures Snowboard performance.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We conduct real-world tests by applying Snowboard to a recent stable Linux kernel version (5.3.10) and a release-candidate version (5.12-rc3). We use the former for a focused search, while we use the latter—assumed to be perhaps more buggy—for a wider search with more clustering strategies.

We use machines of three types. Machine A is an AMD EPYC 7302P with 256GB of memory; machine B is a Google Cloud Platform (GCP) VM with 30 E2 vCPUs [32]; and machine C is a 64-E2-vCPU VM with 512GB of memory.

For version 5.3.10, we profile and generate tests on machine A, but run concurrent tests on 10 machine Bs. All clustering strategies combined are used. For version 5.12-rc3, we deploy 11 separate Snowboard instances, one per clustering strategy, doing profiling and test generation on one machine C (for all instances), and testing on 10 machine Bs each §5.3.1.

We measured the performance of profiling, PMC identification, and test generation on machine C and 10 machine Bs, and concurrent test execution on machine B. Every PMC was explored with at most 64 trials.

The new code for Snowboard consists of about 4500 LoC of Python, C, C++, and Bash scripts.

5.2 Finding New Concurrency Bugs

After testing, Snowboard returned tests that had triggered one of the stock bug detectors (e.g., the DataCollider data race bug detector). Data race detectors report data races regardless of whether they are harmful or benign to the kernel. In contrast, Snowboard should only report issues that are likely to be harmful. To prune benign detected data races, we ranked those by frequency, and manually inspected over 100 of the highest-ranked ones. We spent roughly 80 person-hours total on manual inspection and reproduction.

We arrived at 17 cases that we deemed real bugs (Table 2). Of those 12 were confirmed to be new kernel concurrency bugs and 3 benign data races. Some bugs found could have serious impact on the system by causing kernel panics and filesystem errors. We reported these bugs to kernel developers; they confirmed 12 of those as new, real bugs, and they have fixed 6 of those, as of this writing. During our interaction with developers, we noticed that many bugs were fixed very quickly; they were on average patched within 1.8 days, even when the bug required a lot of code to fix, which, we speculate, is because these bugs were serious. For example, bug #1 in Table 2, which likely affects all kernel code that uses the hashlatable data structure, was fixed within 2 days with 2 patches that changed around 100 LoC kernel code.

Considering the intensive level of continuous scrutiny that the Linux kernel receives [66], we believe these results demonstrate high effectiveness at finding hard kernel concurrency bugs.

Next, we analyze three bugs found by Snowboard and discuss why Snowboard is able to discover them.

Case 1: A data race Concurrency Bug (#9). As shown in Figure 3, a harmful data race found by Snowboard arises between kernel functions `eth_commit_mac_addr_change()` and `dev_ifsioc_locked()`. The former (writer), changes the MAC address stored in `dev->dev_addr` while the latter (reader) reads the address from `dev->dev_addr` and later sends it back to the user as requested. When their accesses to the shared kernel object interleave, the reader may read a partially-updated MAC address. This corrupted MAC address is then sent to the user without further check.

Our analysis reveals that the `eth_commit_mac_addr_change()` and `dev_ifsioc_locked()` functions both execute while holding locks. However, mutual exclusion is not guaranteed because the functions use different locks. Interestingly, the patch submitted by the developers to fix our reported bug changed the locking scheme on the reader side, which had not been changed for over 10 years until we reported this bug, showing that Snowboard uncovers bugs even in mature components.
The challenge in exposing this data race was finding the right user-space code snippets that execute these two functions concurrently. SNOWBOARD composed two sequential tests chosen by Syzkaller because it detected that, individually, the two tests used `memcpy()` to read/write different values to the same address (the `dev->dev_addr` object).

**Case 2: A Non-data Race Network Concurrency Bug (#12).** This bug leads to a null-pointer dereference in the network stack, and causes a kernel panic (it was the bug illustrated in Figure 1). This bug was exposed under a relatively small subset of interleaveings, where the reader side executes both `ppp012tp_connect()` and `l2tp_xmit_core()` after `tunnel` is registered by `l2tp_tunnel_register()` but the tunnel socket (`tunnel1->sock`) is not yet initialized.

Our analysis shows that the `tunnel` ID being looked up in `ppp012tp_connect()` is determined by an argument in the `connect()` syscall, which is supplied by the user process. This finding indicates that this bug could be an easy-to-exploit vulnerability. Attacks could trigger this bug as a denial-of-service attack by creating a massive number of user processes requesting the same `tunnel` ID, adding an instance to the ways the kernel can be attacked by a denial-of-service attack. One process, which is running ahead of the rest, will cause the kernel to create a `tunnel` object, and then the others would fetch the newly allocated `tunnel` object and some of them might dereference the sock field of the object before it is initialized in `l2tp_tunnel_register()`.

Although concurrency bugs often arise due to data races, they also occur when there are no data races involved (i.e., memory accesses are synchronized), as this bug confirms. Finding non-data-race concurrency bugs is typically more challenging because we cannot rely on data race detectors to identify potentially brittle code regions.

In this case, `l2tp_tunnel_register()` and `l2tp_tunnel_get()` both implement the tunnel registration and application using the standard RCU synchronization protocol, where the writer acquires a lock for updating shared objects and the reader reads optimistically, but safely with an RCU reader lock [14]. An analysis of the kernel commit history reveals that this bug was introduced into the kernel 3 years before this writing, in a patch that fixed another concurrency bug.

**Case 3: Conditionals with Omitted Operands (#1).** This bug is caused by incorrect assumptions made by kernel developers about a GCC extension to the C conditional (ternary) operator [28]: GCC allows the omission of the second operand ("x?:y" has generally the same semantics as "x?x:y"). However, if x has side effects, the terse form has the benefit of not causing side effects twice, when x is true.

In this case, developers wrongly assumed that the read access in the ternary conditional would be performed only once. However, depending on optimization, the compiler can emit instructions that perform the read twice, since memory reads are not generally considered side effects in C.

![Figure 4. A harmful data race in the rhtable data structure found by SNOWBOARD. Compiler option 1 is "gcc -O1 -fno-tree-dominator-opts -fno-tree-fre" and option 2 is "gcc -O2". System-call pairs that share rhtable-type data can run into kernel panics. #1 in Table 2.](image)
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**5.3 PMC Identification and Clustering Strategies**

SNOWBOARD relies on PMC clustering to prioritize concurrent test generation. Thus, its efficiency of test exploration hinges on the clustering strategies. This section analyzes the effectiveness of each strategy individually.

**5.3.1 Clustering Strategy Comparison.** To gain a systematic view on the effectiveness of each PMC clustering strategy, we apply each strategy individually on Linux 5.10-rc3 for a period of a week. As §5.1 mentions, we launch 11 instances of SNOWBOARD and configure each to use a unique strategy. Every instance runs from scratch independently to test Linux 5.10-rc3 with the same computing resources for the same amount of time (one week).

In total, 11 unique strategies are evaluated. First, we evaluate the 8 clustering strategies in §4.4. Second, to analyze the impact of ordering the cluster by cardinality, we evaluate Random S-INS-PAIR. Compared with S-INS-PAIR, which
Table 3. Testing results on Linux kernel 5.12-rc3 by each concurrent test generation method. “Exemplar PMCs” shows the number of exemplar PMCs as well as the number of clusters according to each strategy (“NA” indicates that no exemplar PMCs are selected by the generation method). “Tested PMCs” shows the number of tested PMCs under each strategy. For Random pairing and Duplicate pairing, it shows the number of concurrent tests tested. #XX in “Issues found” refers to the bugs listed in Table 2. Bugs confirmed as harmful are shown in bold type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clustering strategy</th>
<th>Exemplar PMCs</th>
<th>Tested PMCs</th>
<th>Issues found (days taken to find)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-FULL</td>
<td>169130631.4K</td>
<td>737.1K</td>
<td>#13 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CH</td>
<td>36131.8K</td>
<td>146.5K</td>
<td>#13 (4.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CH-NULL</td>
<td>7457.9K</td>
<td>234.9K</td>
<td>#13 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CH-UNALIGNED</td>
<td>13681.7K</td>
<td>147.4K</td>
<td>#13 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CH-DOUBLE</td>
<td>2676.0K</td>
<td>105.5K</td>
<td>#13 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-INS</td>
<td>15.9K</td>
<td>15.9K</td>
<td>#2 (0.2), #13 (0.3), #15 (0.1), #16 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-INS-PAIR</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>779.2K (tests)</td>
<td>#11 (4.3), #12 (6.8), #13 (0.2), #14 (2.5), #15 (6.1), #16 (3.2), #17 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-MEM</td>
<td>2708.1K</td>
<td>235.5K</td>
<td>#13 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random S-INS-PAIR</td>
<td>738.5K</td>
<td>249.5K</td>
<td>#2 (5.1), #13 (0.1), #14 (1.1), #15 (6.5), #16 (2.1), #17 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random pairing</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>779.2K (tests)</td>
<td>#2 (2), #13 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate pairing</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>831.9K (tests)</td>
<td>#13 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

selects exemplar PMCs in order from the smallest to the largest cluster, Random S-INS-PAIR randomizes cluster order, but still executes a random exemplar from each. Third, two baseline approaches to generating concurrent tests are evaluated [27, 31]: Random pairing randomly selects two kernel sequential tests and combines them as a concurrent test. Duplicate pairing randomly generates a concurrent test that consists of two identical sequential tests.

Table 3 presents testing statistics for these strategies. Different PMC strategies affect the number of clusters and, therefore, exemplar PMCs. First, the number of PMCs in S-FULL is clearly astronomical; after the test periods, even though the strategy performed the second-highest number of tests, it still was unfocused and found just the most commonly found bug. Thus, more aggressive clustering seems crucial.

Next, we notice that certain strategies (e.g., S-CH-DOUBLE) have fewer tested PMCs than others. By inspecting and comparing concurrent tests chosen by each strategy, we find that some (e.g., S-CH-DOUBLE) usually consist of 1 or 2 heavy sequential tests, e.g., those contain the mount () system call. This may be because the memory accesses selected by such strategies tend to be profiled from heavy sequential tests, reducing the testing throughput.

Interestingly, strategies that tested the most PMCs did not find the most bugs. First, the benign data race #13 is found by all strategies, even the two baseline ones. We believe this is because this data race exists in the memory subsystem, so it can be unmasked by any concurrent tests that request kernel memory. Random pairing is also able to find bug #2, which many of the Snowboard strategies did not find, but we chalk that up to the randomness of aimless search.

Second, we find that S-INS-PAIR, S-INS and Random S-INS-PAIR found more bugs than the rest, which indicates that clustering by instruction collects similar behaviors that can be covered with a single PMC, leading to broader exploration, and more bugs found.

Third, although Random instruction pair and instruction pair are both able to expose several kernel concurrency bugs, instruction pair discovered more bugs and in general found bugs more quickly. We conclude that prioritizing the test of uncommon instruction-pair clusters leads to higher behavior coverage per test, than the alternative. Although applied differently, this finding is consistent with the use of instruction-pair coverage to guide search in Krace [92], and composes powerfully with our other techniques.

5.3.2 PMC Identification. Since identified PMCs are only a hint that actual memory channels will be exercised by a concurrent combination of sequential tests, we evaluate here how often the hint was borne out by the test, which we measure as the PMC accuracy: the number of PMC tests that actually exercised the memory channel between the writer and the reader (in at least one of the trials), divided by the total number of PMC tests.

After profiling the Syzkaller sequential tests for Linux 5.12-rc3, Snowboard identified 169.1B PMCs. After testing the kernel for a week, 3743.1K concurrent inputs were tested (in several trials each), of which 784.9K (22%) actually exercised predicted PMCs. Among all tested concurrent inputs, 2153.5K were generated based on predicted PMCs (prioritized by different strategies) while the rest were generated by Random pairing or Duplicate pairing, which do not involve any PMC analysis. Thus, the precision (i.e., true positive rate) of the PMC identification is about 36% (784.9K out of 2153.5K).

We identify two reasons for mispredictions, i.e., PMCs that could not lead to actual data flow over the channel: the two threads allocated and accessed a buffer, and each ended up with its own private buffer when running concurrently (because the allocator gave each a separate buffer, as intended);
the concurrent execution led a thread to a different control flow, perhaps due to an earlier, different exercised PMC.

Although mispredictions may happen, Snowboard does not produce any false positive bug reports because Snowboard tests PMCs dynamically using generated concurrent inputs and it only raises an alarm when it observes issues in concurrent execution.

The ability of Snowboard to find hard bugs even with a 36% precision when inducing memory channels suggests that further improvements in preparing a kernel state with more pre-allocated objects and thus, less runtime allocation, PMC filtering, and more targeted exploration of interleavings to force the PMC channel, could further boost its success at uncovering hard-to-find bugs, given a fixed time/test budget.

5.4 Performance

Profiling the execution of 129,876 sequential tests generated by Syzkaller takes around 40 hours on machine C (§5.1). After profiling the tests, Snowboard collects all shared accesses, identifies PMCs, and clusters PMCs in under 50 hours on 10 machine Bs. The major computation in this stage involves clustering PMCs according to S-FULL, which requires storing all unique PMCs on disk and sorting them by frequency. The effectiveness of S-FULL suggests that this is not time well-spent. Removing S-FULL from the battery of strategies completes all clustering in under 5 hours on machine C. Finally, Snowboard generates concurrent tests at a throughput higher than 1000 tests per second, which is significantly higher than the test execution throughput.

We study the execution throughput and compare it with SKI’s, by randomly selecting 10,000 concurrent tests generated by Random S-INS-PAIR and executing them with Snowboard and SKI. Snowboard achieves slightly higher performance than SKI (193.8 vs 170.3 executions/minute). After inspecting several concurrent-test execution traces, we find this is due to SKI’s execution of more vCPUs switches than Snowboard: SKI yields thread execution whenever it observes the write or read instruction involved in a PMC (regardless of memory targets), while Snowboard only reschedules execution when it observes a precise PMC write or read access.

Importantly, Snowboard can expose concurrency bugs much faster than SKI. We execute all 9 concurrent tests that found bugs in Linux 5.3.10 with Snowboard and SKI. SKI requires 84 times more interleavings than Snowboard on average to expose the concurrency bug (826.29 interleavings/test on average for SKI, versus only 9.76 interleavings/test for Snowboard). Since Snowboard uses SKI for its fine-grained scheduling control, its advantage comes solely from its use of PMCs as scheduling hints and the scheduling algorithm (Algorithm 2). In contrast, SKI on its own has to consider all potential shared memory accesses, and randomly select a few to explore.

6 Discussion

Testing Thread Count. Although the vast majority of concurrency bugs can be discovered with two testing threads that interleave with each other [62], some only occur with three or more threads running in parallel. As the input space dimension becomes cubic or even higher, finding a concurrent test that exposes these intricate bugs becomes even more challenging. Snowboard should apply to input spaces of more dimensions, e.g., with PMCs of 1 shared write with 2 reads, or PMC chains. Found high-dimension real-world bugs should motivate such future extensions.

Hardware Input & Hardware-specific bugs. Snowboard exercises certain virtualized hardware through associated system calls. However, hardware drivers also receive input from the device itself. Thus, generating concurrent tests to the device is also important for finding concurrency bugs in hardware. As devices usually have diverse input specifications, Snowboard could leverage existing hardware-specific input generation methods [72] to generate device-specific, sequential test corpora.

In addition, since Snowboard always serializes instructions from two threads when exploring interleavings, it cannot expose concurrency bugs that only happen in weak memory models [2]. Finding such concurrency bugs usually requires specific approaches [9, 40] and Snowboard currently does not target these bugs.

Bug Diagnosis and Deterministic Reproduction. The Snowboard PMC approach also assists debugging, which is particularly valuable for diagnosing concurrency bugs. Identifying the problematic interleaving is typically very challenging when debugging kernel concurrency bugs due to the plethora of interleavings. Concurrent tests generated by Snowboard allow developers to refer to the PMC channel to understand a possible cause. In addition, Snowboard has the benefit of providing a reliable environment to replicate bugs once they are found. Although our implementation does not reproduce the wall clock, in all cases we evaluated, Snowboard was able to reproduce found bugs.

Generality. This work focuses on the Linux kernel because it is a critical system, and there is vibrant interest from the research community in higher kernel robustness. The Snowboard approach should also apply to other binaries with a well-defined API, available sequential test corpora, and a reasonable definition of bug detection (e.g., deadlock detection, exceptions, crashes). Most importantly, PMCs are predictive as long as individual operations touch relatively small swaths of memory; operations that touch big objects, e.g., a DBMS updating an in-memory index, would make PMC identification imprecise, reducing utility.
7 Related Work

Kernel Testing. Manually generated kernel tests have been shown to be effective [4, 51, 58], but require significant developer effort and do not cover all corner cases. Randomness-based testing systems, such as Syzkaller [31], Moonshine [70], and HFL [50], have become effective at testing complex systems, such as kernels, through feedback mechanisms that guide test mutations. This enables them to generate tests that explore complex states and deep paths, despite the complex system call semantics and dependencies [15, 35, 56]. Snowboard uses Syzkaller for initial sequential test generation, generalizes to any sequential test-generation mechanism.

Kernel Concurrency Testing. Razzer [43] and Krace [92], the closest work to Snowboard (§2.1), are testing frameworks that target data races in the kernel or in filesystems. Razzer uses static analysis to identify possible data races and relies on fuzzing to generate concurrent inputs that test these data races. Krace proposes feedback-based fuzzing techniques for multi-threaded kernel input generation with the help of a new coverage metric. By contrast, Snowboard is not data-race specific. It generates concurrent tests by identifying PMCs between two threads, and therefore tackles all interleaving-dependent bugs. Also, it identifies PMCs using a common kernel state, which leads to lower false positive rates than static-data race detectors [20, 85], which are notoriously prone to false positives.

DataCollider [21] detects data races in the kernel by randomly scheduling memory accesses and SKI [27] provides systematic instruction-schedule exploration. Instead, Snowboard focuses its interleaving exploration on a specific scheduling hint—the PMC—thus exposing bugs triggered by that PMC with fewer trials. Nevertheless, Snowboard is in general orthogonal to DataCollider and SKI and it could be used to generate concurrent tests as input to them.

Schedule Space Exploration. Concurrent testing requires a schedule exploration approach. Traditionally, developers employed stress testing to cause schedule diversity during testing but more effective techniques have been proposed, which aim to explore the exponential interleaving space better. Several techniques use noise generators [21, 71], typically by injecting sleeps or breakpoints. To reason about interleavings, other techniques propose more systematic algorithms that implement testing schedules [24]. For instance, CHESS [69] and PCT [8] provide theoretical foundations to reason about schedules and propose schedule exploration algorithms for user-space applications. Snowboard employs a scheduling algorithm based on SKI [27] and PCT [8], but customizes the exploration to use PMCs as hints, which dramatically narrows the search space.

8 Conclusion

This work introduces Snowboard, a framework to generate effective kernel concurrent tests. Snowboard observes the execution behavior of kernel sequential tests and uses observed memory accesses to identify PMCs, a hint meant to predict actual memory channels during concurrent execution. Among those, it decides which PMCs to turn into oracles in Snowboard. There are other techniques that check for atomicity violations [12, 22, 25, 61, 63, 65, 71] and abnormal communication [26, 64, 97] that belie suspicious executions. Data race detectors [1, 13, 23, 38, 47, 52, 78, 84, 85, 96] fall into the oracle category. As discussed, data races are only associated with one class of concurrency bug and not all data races are bugs, especially in the kernel [21]. Bug oracles are generally orthogonal to the input/schedule space exploration problem, which is the focus of Snowboard.

Input Space Exploration. Prior work [75–77] attempts to generate concurrent tests for applications (e.g., Java libraries) by analyzing sequential tests. However, these approaches usually entail heavy analysis on both the target application and the execution trace, thus they do not scale to large applications or the kernel. For instance, some require comprehensive lockset analysis on the execution trace, but as more fine-grained and optimistic locking protocols are used [14, 48], lockset analysis suffers from high false positive rate [17, 78, 79, 92]. The focus of Snowboard is the kernel, which has a complex interface and large size, making it impractical to use standard analysis techniques. In particular, Snowboard does not require static analysis, which generally fails to reason about complex code with extensive aliasing.

Bug Oracles. Bug oracles check whether the program satisfies some aspect of the specification [7, 82, 83, 91]. Simple oracles detect crashes, kernel panics, or hangs; we leverage such oracles in Snowboard. There are other techniques that check for atomicity violations [12, 22, 25, 61, 63, 65, 71] and abnormal communication [26, 64, 97] that belie suspicious executions. Data race detectors [1, 13, 23, 38, 47, 52, 78, 84, 85, 96] fall into the oracle category. As discussed, data races are only associated with one class of concurrency bug and not all data races are bugs, especially in the kernel [21]. Bug oracles are generally orthogonal to the input/schedule space exploration problem, which is the focus of Snowboard.
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